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Let � = (+, �) be a directed graph1, and let B, C ∈ + be two distinct vertices. We call

B the source and C the sink. A path packing is a collection of edge disjoint paths. An

(B, C)-path packing is a path packing of (B, C)-paths. The maximum (s , t)-path packing
problem2 is to

find a maximum cardinality packing of (B, C)-paths.

An (s , t)-cut is a set of edges whose removal disconnects B from C. Theminimum (s , t)-cut
problem is to

find the minimum cardinality (B, C)-cut.

Both can be understood as a generalization of reachability, discussed before. Reachability

was concerned with whether there is a single connection from B to C. Both the maximum

flow and minimum cut problems measure the strength of the connection from B to C.

We are interested in these questions algorithmically. The problems are highly non-

trivial, as there are exponentially many possible paths from B to C to take into account. It is

not clear that there is a polynomial time algorithm for either problem.

1 Duality
The (B, C)-path packing and (B, C)-cut problem are dual packing and covering problems,

in the following sense. We are selecting paths that “pack in ” to the edges of the graph –

1� is allowed to be a multi-graph, with multiple copies of the same edge.

2Better known as the uncapacitated maximum (s , t)-flow problem for reasons we discuss later.
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each path uses up all of its edges. Conversely, an (B, C)-cut must contain at least one edge

from every (B, C)-path. That is, we are trying to “cover” the paths with edges, where we

interpret each edge as a set that covers all the (B, C)-paths that contain that edge. In short:

paths pack into edges, and edges cover paths.
As with any packing and covering problem, we have the following inequality.(

max (B, C)-path packing

)
≤ (min (B, C)-cut). (1)

Indeed, let % be a path packing, and let � ⊆ � be an (B, C)-cut. We have

|% | =
∑
?∈%

1

(a)
≤

∑
?∈%
|? ∩ � |

(b)
≤ |� |.

Above, we treat each path ? ∈ % as a subset of edges. (a) is because, as an (B, C)-cut, �
contains at least one edge from every (B, C)-path. (b) is because the paths ? ∈ % are edge

disjoint, so the sets ? ∩ � over ? ∈ % are also disjoint. We distill the argument in the

following picture.

Proof let
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The inequality in (1) leaves more questions. Is the inequality ever equal? Is the inequality

ever strict?

2 Greedy algorithms
Consider now the computational problem of finding the maximum (B, C)-path packing, or

finding the minimum (B, C)-cut. For packing, consider the obvious approach of repeatedly

taking (B, C)-paths, and adding it to a growing collection.

greedy-path-packing(� = (+, �),B,C)
1. % ← ∅

2. while there is a path ? in � from B to C // BFS or DFS

A. add ? to %

B. remove all the edges in ? from the graph

3. return %

An equally simply and natural approach to the (B, C)-cut problem is as follows. Start

with � = �; obviously � is an (B, C)-cut. Then repeatedly try to remove edges from � as

long as � remains an (B, C)-cut.
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greedy-cut(� = (+, �),B,C)

1. � ← �

2. while there is an edge 4 ∈ � such that � − 4 is an (B, C)-cut // BFS or DFS

A. remove 4 from �

3. return �

Ideally, we would like to show that these algorithms return the optimum solutions of

their respective problems. For starters, it is clear that, by their termination conditional,

they produce locally optimal solutions. greedy-path-packing terminates when no more

paths can be added to the current solution. greedy-cut terminates when no more edges

can be removed from the current solution.

Lemma 2.1. greedy-path-packing returns a maximal (B, C)-path packing %, and greedy-cut

returns aminimal (B, C)-cut.

Tautologically, we have(
maximal path packing

)
≤

(
maximum path packing

)
and

(minimal (B, C)-cut) ≥ (minimum (B, C)-cut).

But these relations are only useful if we can strengthen the inequalities to equalities.

Unfortunately, simple counter examples show that they are not equal. Consider the

following graph.

Whn Huzur

Aww s

good bad

Let B be the leftmost vertex and C the rightmost vertex. Clearly the maximum packs two

paths from left to right, by going along the top and along the bottom. But a single path

using the middle edge also gives a maximal path packing.

Whn Huzur

Aww s

good bad
Thus a maximal path packing is not a minimal path packing. It is not hard to find simple

counter examples that exaggerate the difference in size between a maximal and maximum

path packing. It is also easy to come up with counter examples that show that a minimal

(B, C)-cut is not a minimum (B, C)-cut.
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[picture here]

The point is that(
maximal path packing

)
≠

(
maximum path packing

)
and

(minimal (B, C)-cut) ≠ (minimum (B, C)-cut).

This is different from our previous discussion on spanning trees. There, one can show that

any maximal forest is a maximum forest, and that any minimal spanning set is a minimum

spanning tree. Moreover, the optimal solution in both problems have the same value,

meeting at a spanning forest. This makes the spanning tree problems conducive to greedy

algorithms where we simply keep adding edges to a forest, or keep removing edges from a

spanning set, until we can no longer do so while maintaining feasibility. But such simple

greedy algorithms apparently do not work for our (B, C)-flow and cut problems.

3 Augmenting paths
Recall our very simple counter example for the greedy path packing approach.

Whn Huzur

Aww s

good badThe two unused edges are separated and so there is no remaining path. But consider the

following “pseudo-algebra” of paths.

Consider

7
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opposite edges f cancel out

we should beww
jww allowed to take

opposite edge in

subsequent paths

Call two directed edges opposite edges if they have are the reverse of one another. The

two paths on the LHS have a pair of opposite edges. We can “uncross” the two paths at

this opposite edge, combining the initial part of one path with the remaining part of the

other. The result is another path packing except now there are no opposite pairs of edges.

Lemma 3.1. Let ?, @ be two edge-disjoint (B, C)-paths. Then there are two edge disjoint (B, C)-paths
?′, @′ with the following properties:

1. ?′ and @′ use a subset of the edges in ? ∪ @.

2. ?′ and @′ have no opposite pairs of edges.
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The proof is by induction on the number of opposite pairs of edges, and left to the

reader. Lemma let p g be didsjso.my s 51 paths

mm
s ti t

we
then there is pig s t disjoint
without opposite pairs of edges

Proof Try it
hint by induction on of opposite pairs

Knowing now that we can uncross opposite pairs of edges and maintain a path packing,

consider again our simple counter example. The problem before is that we used the middle

edge going down, leaving a disconnect in the middle. But suppose we inserted a new edge

in the opposite direction, going from bottom to top.

Consider

7
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we should beww
jww allowed to take

opposite edge in

subsequent pathsThe new (B, C)-path in this augmented, residual graph can be uncrossedwith the previously

selectedpath to obtain twopaths in the original graph. This clever idea leads to the following

algorithm, due to [2]. On a first pass, the reader should ignore (3) and focus on the path

packing portion of the algorithm.

augmenting-paths(� = (+, �),B,C)

// [2]

1. % ← ∅

2. while there is an (B, C)-path ? : B  C

A. remove all of ?’s edges from the graph.

B. add the reverse of all of ?’s edges to the graph.

C. uncross ? with previously selected paths, and add ? to %.3

3. (← {vertices still reachable from B}

4. return the (B, C)-path packing % and the directed (B, C)-cut induced by (

A simulation of augmenting-paths on our simple counterexample is given in Figure 1.

We remark that one can skip steps (1), (2.C), and (3) if the goal is only to compute the

size of the maximum path packing.

To analyze augmenting-paths we use the following definitions. First, we define the

residual graph of a path packing as the graph obtained by removing the paths from the

graph, and adding their reverse. The augmenting-paths algorithm maintains a residual

graph of the current path (/walk) packing at any point in time.

3Strictly speaking, after uncrossing, we may end up with a collection of walks rather than paths. But any

feasible “walk-packing” can be converted into a path-packing by shortcutting any cycles that may arise.
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Figure 1: Simulating the augmenting-paths algorithm on the counter example from Section

2.
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We also require a notion of directed cuts. Recall that in an undirected graph, %(() was

defined as the cut induced by a set of vertices ( ⊆ + . We have analogous notions for

directed graphs. For ( ⊆ + , the out cut induced by (, denoted %+((), is the set of edges
leaving (:

%+(() = {(D, E) ∈ � : D ∈ (, E ∉ (}.

The in cut induced by (, denoted %−((), is the set of edges entering (:

%−(() = {(D, E) ∈ � : D ∉ (, E ∈ (}.

Observation 1. Let ( ⊂ + be any set of vertices with B ∈ ( and C ∉ ). Let ? : B  C be an
(B, C)-path. Then ? has exactly one more edge for %+(() then from %−((). In particular, the residual
graph w/r/t ? decreases |%+(()| by 1 and decreases |%−(()| by 1.

The augmenting-paths algorithm terminates only when the residual graph, here denoted

�′, has no (B, C)-path. Let ( denote the set of vertices reachable from ( in the final residual,

and let ) = + \ ( denote the remaining vertices. Note that B ∈ ( and C ∈ ). Below, ( is in

green and ) is in red.

Howtocompute

Algorithm Term jnayeg
max ofedgedisjoints paths

t disconnected in
i is

residual graph ether

edgesfromthegraph
addthe reverse ofall of p's
edges in thegraph

SF y
FEE

previouslyselected

let

s vertices reachable from s in

residual graph
T all other vertices incl t

C edges from S to T

Let : = %+(( | �) number of edges of the out cut of ( in the original input graph. Let us

observe the changes to %+(( | �) over the course of the augmenting-paths algorithm. Each

iteration, we increase our path packing by one, and the size of %+(() decreases by one in

the residual graph. Thus the algorithm terminates in exactly : iterations, with |% | = :. But

we already know, from duality, that any path packing has at most : paths. Thus the path

packing % produced by the augmenting-path algorithm is certifiably optimal. Moreover,

since the size of any (B, C)-path packing is a lower bound for the size of any (B, C)-cut, we

simultaneously obtain the fact that %+(() is a minimum (B, C)-cut.
We have obtained both a mathematical fact, and an algorithm. First is the mathematical

fact that the maximum path packing equals the minimum cut. This is the unweighted case

of what is called the max-flow min-cut theorem. In this unweighted theorem, the theorem

is also referred to as Menger’s theorem.

Theorem 2. Let � = (+, �) be a directed graph, and let B, C ∈ + be distinct vertices. Then the
maximum number of edge disjoint paths from B to C equals the minimum cardinality of any (B, C)-cut.

Secondly, we have shown that the augmenting-paths algorithm computes an optimal

solution for both the path packing and cut problems simultaneously.

Theorem 3. Let � = (+, �) be a directed graph, and let B, C ∈ + be distinct vertices. Let � be
the size of the max-flow/min-cut from B to C. Then augmenting-paths(�,B,C) produces both a
maximum packing and a minimum cover in $(<�) time.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ulbrwj1IVwG0CCQ5pvnJ57EdPGc=">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</latexit>

t1

Figure 2: Reduction from SAT to multicommodity path packing, with two commodities

and a simple directed graph.

Proof. We have already shown the correctness of the algorithm. For the running time, each

successive path can be obtained by BFS or DFS. By maintaining the paths as doubly linked

lists, it is easy to “uncross” the selected paths in $(=) time per path. �

4 Multicommodity flow
We now consider a generalization to path packing with multiple source sink pairs. This

is sometimes called integral multicommodity flow; here we will call it multicommodity

path packing to emphasize the combinatorial nature and distinguish from the continuous

version of the problem that we have not discussed.

Let (B1, C1), . . . , (B: , C:) be : source-sink pairs. For each 8, let 38 ∈ N be a given demand.
The goal is to find a path packing that, for each 8, contains 38 (B8 , C8)-paths. The (B, C)-path
packing discussed earlier is a special case with : = 1.

Theorem 4. The integral multicommodity flow problem is NP-Hard, even in uncapacitated graphs.

Proof. We present a reduction from 3-SAT by Even, Itai, and Shamir [1].

1. For every variable G 9 , we make a gadget that looks like two parallel paths with the

same starting point and two end point. One of these paths will encode the assignment

G 9 = true and the other will encode the assignment G 9 = false.

(a) We introduce two variables �−
9
and �+

9
.

(b) Let 81, . . . , 8: be the indices of the clauses �8 satisfied by G 9 = true. For each

index 8ℓ , we create two vertices �−
8ℓ , 9

and �+
8ℓ , 9

. We add edges to form a path from

�−
9
to �+

9
through the pairs. More explicitly, we add edges from �−

9
to �−

81
, from

�−
8ℓ , 9

to �+
8ℓ , 9

for each 8ℓ , and from �+
8ℓ , 9

to �−
8ℓ+1 , 9

for each ℓ < :.
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(c) We similarly construct an (�−
9
, �+

9
)-path for the clauses satisfied by G 9 = false.

2. We connect the variable-gadgets by adding edges from �+
9
to �−

9+1
for 9 = 1, . . . , = − 1.

3. We create a new source B1 and a new sink C1. We then add edges from B1 to �
−
1
and

from �+= to C1. Observe that any (B1, C1) path has to choose, for each variable G 9 , one

of the two paths in the gadget for G 9 .

4. For each clause �8 , we make variable that we also call �8 . For every variable G 9
appearing in �8 , we add an edge from �+

8 , 9
to (the vertex) �8 .

5. We create a new source B2 and a new sink C2. We add edges from B2 to �
−
8 , 9

for all 8 , 9

and from �8 to C2 for all 8.

6. Wemake (B1, C1)one commoditywith requirement one, and (B2, C2) another commodity

with requirement <.

While the construction is lengthy to write out in full, with some help from Figure 2, it is

easy to see what is going on. To pack < (B2, C2)-paths, the solution has to pack one path per

clause. Each of these paths goes through the “middle edge” of an assignment that satisfies

it. Meanwhile, any (B1, C1)-path has to traverse, for each variable G 9 , either the “G 9 = true”

path or the “G 9 = false” path. Any feasible solution, based on which paths the (B1, C1)-path
takes, gives a feasible solution for the SAT formula. Meanwhile a feasible solution maps to

an (B1, C1)-path, after which it is either pack < paths (B2, C2) through all the vertices. We

leave the verification of details to the reader. �

5 Exercises
Exercise 1. Let � = (+, �) be a graph, and let 0, 1, 2 ∈ + be three distinct vertices. Let us

define an (a , b, c)-path as a path from 0 to 2 that goes through 1. Consider the problem of

computing a maximum (0, 1, 2)-path packing.

1. Suppose � is an undirected graph. Either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time

algorithm, or (b) show that a polynomial time algorithm implies a polynomial time

algorithm for SAT.

2. Suppose � is a directed graph. Either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time

algorithm, or (b) show that a polynomial time algorithm implies a polynomial time

algorithm for SAT.
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